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PART 1: PREPARE FILES FOR UPLOAD
1. Unzip the file somewhere on your HDD.
2. Using an FTP client, upload all theme files it to your themes folder.
If your blog is located here: http://www.domain.com/blog/, then upload the theme to http://
www.domain.com/blog/wp-content/themes/

PART 2: FILE PERMISSIONS
Technologic Theme uses the TimThumb PHP script for dynamic image resizing.

Set file permissions 777 (rwx-rwx-rwx) to:
/wp-content/themes/technologic/scripts/
and
/wp-content/themes/technologic/scripts/cache/
Otherwise TimThumb images resize script will not work properly.
Some important things to note:
TimThumb requires the GD library, which is available on any host sever with PHP 4.3+ installed.

PART 3: ACTIVATE TECHNOLOGIC THEME
Go to your Dashboard area, click on Appearance > Themes and activate the TECHNOLOGIC
THEME.

PART 4: TECHNOLOGIC THEME OPTIONS
After activating TECHNOLOGIC Theme, a new page will appear under the “Appearance”
section in the Dashboard called “Technologic Theme Options”.
All options are commented and have default values and examples, where necessary.
TECHNOLOGIC Theme has 6 sections in the Theme Options:

1. Style Settings
This is where you choose the Color Palette and other style/design settings.
2. Photos and Thumbnails
Choose if you want to use Custom Fields for your images, or if the theme should
automatically use inserted images from your post content.
3. Featured Content
Settings regarding the “Featured Posts” and “Featured Categories” boxes on the
homepage.
Also here you can set some settings for the jQuery slideshows used on the homepage.
4. Main Menu (Header)
Here you can find some settings regarding the main menus in the header.
5. Miscellaneous Settings
Technologic Theme makes it easy to implement Google Analytics and FeedBurner
into your site.
6. Banner Management
Technologic Theme has 3 default locations for banners: one in the header, one in the
sidebar and one in the post's content

PART 5: SUPPORT
Technologic Theme has been developed for Wordpress 2.7.1 and Wordpress 2.8.
It has been tested on default installations for both versions, on different hosts. It has also
been tested on existing (older) blogs.
Technologic Theme has also been tested in all major browsers: IE 6, IE 7, IE 8, Opera,
Firefox, Safari and Google Chrome. The provided XHTML code is validated.

If you happen to face some difficulties with this theme, please consult our forums first.
The forum can be accessed here: http://www.wpzoom.com/forum/
In the future, if a new version of Wordpress will be released, it is advised to consult the
Support Forums before updating the core Wordpress files. I cannot guarantee that this theme
will fully support the future versions of Wordpress.

PART 6: CONTACT ME
If you want to drop me a line about this theme, make a suggestion or just say hello, here are
my contact details. I am not online 24/7, so don't expect an immediate answer.
Personal page: http://www.brinzan.net/
E-mail: dumitru@brinzan.net
Twitter: @dumitru
Skype: Philopoemen
Yahoo Messenger: brinzan.dumitru
MSN: dumitrurionet@hotmail.com
ICQ: 7007-5773
P.S. Currently I speak only 3 languages: English, Romanian (native) and Russian.
Messages in other languages will (probably) be ignored.

